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Research article

Cohesive cracked-hinge model for simulation of fracture in one-way slabs

on grade

(December 9, 2016)

Numerical analysis of slab on grade structures subjected to mechanical loads is a complex matter often
requiring computationally expensive models. In order to develop a simplified and general concept for
non-linear analysis of slab on grade structures, this paper presents a cohesive cracked-hinge model
aimed at the analysis of the bending fracture of the cemented material. The model is based on the
fracture mechanics concepts of the fictitious crack model with a linear stress-crack opening relationship.
Moreover, the paper presents a two-parameter spring foundation model applied to realistically capture
the continuity in the supporting medium. The functionality of the proposed model is compared to
numerical analysis with application of the more conventional cohesive zone model. The results obtained
show that the methodology is attractive and powerful one well-suited for practical use and further
development.

Keywords: Cohesive crack; non-linear FEM; slab on grade; cemented materials; pavement analysis;
two-parameter foundation model

1. Introduction

Numerical analysis of fracture in concrete- and composite pavement systems, or so-called slab
on grade structures, is a highly complex matter. This type of analysis often require large- and
computationally expensive models applicable to relatively simple design problems. Moreover,
concrete- and composite pavement systems typically exhibit softening load-displacement post-
peak behaviour in bending on both material- and structural level. This often results in con-
vergence issues and aborted simulations making complex non-linear analysis less attractive for
design engineering purposes. In order to create a simple and robust modeling framework for en-
gineering application, this paper presents a non-linear cracked-hinge model based on the fracture
mechanics concepts of the fictitious crack model (Hillerborg et al. 1976). The hinge model for
modeling the crack propagation due to pure bending in a concrete beam without reinforcement
was first presented by Ulfkjær et al. (1995). This hinge was successfully applied in the modeling
of pure concrete beams in three point bending considering the development of only one crack.
Olesen (2001b) expanded the hinge model by applying a bi-linear softening curve to allow for
the incorporation of the effects of fibers on concrete fracture. Further, this modified hinge model
allowed for the existence of a sectional normal force. This last feature is crucial for the ability
of the hinge to model a number of situations such as the wedge splitting test (Walter et al.
2005) and the split cylinder test (Olesen et al. 2006). Subsequently, this type of semi-analytical
hinge models have primarily been applied for analysis of fracture in reinforced concrete beams
(Olesen 2001a; Kwak and Kim 2002, 2010; Buratti et al. 2011; Carpinteri and Corrado 2011;
Castel et al. 2011; Visintin et al. 2012). Murthy et al. (2013) used a hinge model to evaluate
bi-linear softening diagrams of plain concrete corresponding to their size independent fracture
energy and Wardeh and Ghorbel (2015) used a hinge model to study the effect of frost action
on fracture properties and strain softening behavior.

The principles of the fictitious crack model have been extended to practical problems for
concrete- and composite pavement structures applying cohesive interface elements or contact for-
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mulations, with some very encouraging results (Meda et al. 2004; Ioannides et al. 2006; Gaedicke
and Roesler 2009; Gaedicke et al. 2012; Aure and Ioannides 2012; Evangelista et al. 2013; Aure
and Ioannides 2015; Skar and Poulsen 2015). Gaedicke and Roesler (2009) and Gaedicke et al.
(2012), who published one of the few simulations with experimental results, used the interface
element with tabular traction-displacement relation featured by ABAQUS (2013). The authors
reported lack of convergence, instability problems, snap-backs, and aborted simulations upon
local unloading and reloading paths. Aure and Ioannides (2012) presented reduced finite ele-
ment models compared to Gaedicke et al. and found, that for slabs on grade structures, the type
of softening curve, cohesive zone width and mesh do not influence the response significantly.
Evangelista et al. (2013) developed a user-built cohesive element based on a damage mechanics
framework resulting in more robust cohesive elements. Skar and Poulsen (2015) used the co-
hesive surface model in ABAQUS and applied a relatively coarse mesh for the cohesive zone.
This resulted in computationally efficient models for analysis of the composite pavement sys-
tems studied. However, although there are successful examples of optimisation with regard to
model size and robustness, all methods published deal with relatively large finite element models
compared to the complexity of the pavement system studied.

Another issue is the idealisation of soil foundation properties often applied in analysis of
slab on grade structures. The interaction between structure and foundation and soil foundation
properties are commonly idealised as independent linear elastic springs or so-called Winklers
foundation (Winkler 1868). The Winkler model is simple and practical to many engineering
problems, however, care should be taken in application of such model as it essentially suffers
from a complete lack of continuity in the supporting medium. Moreover, another fundamental
problem with the use of this model is to determine the stiffness of elastic springs used to replace
the soil. The problem becomes two-fold since the numerical value of the Winkler stiffness (or
modulus of subgrade reaction) not only depends on the nature of the soil foundation, but also
on the dimensions of the slab and the loaded area.

Traditionally, the way to overcome the deficiency of Winkler models is to introduce an inter-
action between the independent springs, e.g., interconnections such as flexural elements, shear
layers and deformed, pre-tensioned membranes (Kerr 1964; Hetenyi 1966). This class of math-
ematical models have another constant parameter which characterises the interaction implied
between springs and hence are called two-parameter foundation models. However, interpreta-
tion of how soil foundation material properties and characteristics are reflected in the various
elements in the mechanical foundation models can be difficult, thus evaluation on a rational,
theoretical basis is cumbersome.

The semi-analytical hinge models reported in the literature are effective for studying the
behavior of simple fracture tests or problems where the crack path is known a-priori. However,
for studying more complex problems, a numerical formulation of the hinge is more convenient.
Thus, this study presents a finite element (FE) cohesive cracked-hinge beam resting on a two-
parameter foundation for analysis of fracture in one-way slabs on grade supported by an elastic
medium. At the lowest level we consider a strip of cemented material including a crack and
establish a stress-mean strain relationship. At the intermediate level we consider a hinge element
which is a finite part of the beam consisting of layered strips of cemented material, and establish
a relationship between generalised sectional forces and strains. At the highest level we apply the
hinge model as a constitutive model in a non-linear beam element.

The effective stiffness concept is applied allowing formation of multiple cracks along the slab
axis which is an essential feature of both plain- and reinforced concrete slabs before exhibiting
localised rotations. The effective stiffness which is a function of the state of deformation is
treated as a constitutive relationship. Although the underlying description of the hinge is based
on the formation of discrete cracks the constitutive behavior of the hinge is smeared (smooth).
This particular feature is practical and effective as it requires no a-priori knowledge of the crack
pattern.

We show how the cracked-hinge model can be extended to pavement applications, imple-
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menting a two-parameter foundation model into beam elements. Moreover, a simple method for
estimating foundation model parameters is proposed. This part is important because it describes
a simplified methodology for simulating fracture in slabs on grade structures linking all necessary
analysis steps in a rational and consistent manner.

The objective of the work presented is to develop a general and consistent framework based on a
mechanistic approach for design of concrete- and composite pavements. In this paper we focus on
establishing a simple model for two-dimensional analysis, assuming a continuum representation
of the soil medium. The general and consistent format selected makes the model suited for
further developments, taking into account more complex material behavior, soil response and
cyclic loading conditions.

2. Methodology

2.1 The mechanics of the cracked-hinge model

The basic assumption of the hinge model is the fact that the presence of a crack influences
the overall stress and strain field of a structure only locally. The discontinuity created by the
crack is expected to vanish outside a certain width. Under constant moment, e.g. between the
loaded points in Figure 1 (a), the beam sections at the midpoints between the cracks will, due
to the periodicity of the cracks, remain plane during deformation of the beam. The width s
between two such sections embracing one crack defines a hinge element, as shown in Figure 1
(b). For the beam area outside the loaded points, the moment distribution is no longer constant.
Such phenomena can be handled with appropriate numerical tools, i.e. the finite element (FE)
method, as exemplified for a single beam element in Figure 1 (b).

s s

c c

cpi cpi+1ipi ipi+1

P/2 P/2

Hinge

(a) (b)
Figure 1. Sketch of hinge model implemented in simply supported beam under four point loading: (a) overview of beam
structure, (b) underlying discrete formulation of cracks at constitutive points, cp, and smeared constitutive behavior obtained

from interpolation between constitutive points at integration points, ip.

The hinge width s is a fundamental calibration parameter of the model, and it was suggested
in Ulfkjær et al. (1995) to use a hinge width half the height of the beam, also adopted in the
present study. Thus, the flexural deformation of the beam is concentrated and the propagation
of a crack can be modelled as a hinge whereas the rest of the beam can be treated as elastic
bulk material.

The uni-axial tensile behaviour of the concrete is modeled according to the fictitious crack
model by Hillerborg et al. (1976). The linear elastic pre-crack state is described by the elastic
modulus, Ec. The uni-axial tensile strength is denoted by ft and the corresponding strain by εct.
For the fracture analysis of concrete slab on grade pavement structures the stress-crack opening
relationship, or so-called softening law, does not influence the response significantly (Gaedicke
and Roesler 2009; Aure and Ioannides 2012). Thus, in the present study the softening law is
given as a linear curve
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σ (w) = ft + aw (1)

where a is the negative gradient on the softening curve and w is the crack opening. The fracture
energy, GF , is given by the area under the softening curve, resulting in a final zero-stress crack
opening wc = −ft/a.

The hinge model provides the relationship between the state of deformation of the hinge and
the sectional forces (N ,M). The state of deformation is described by the mean normal strain of
the beam axis and the mean curvature of the hinge, (ε̄0,κ̄).

y2

h
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u (y)
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Figure 2. Hinge model: a) beam segment with constant sectional forces and deformation of cracked beam segment. b) and

c) hinge stress distribution after initiation of cracking at the two different Phases I and II, respectively. The distances y1
to y3 is used to perform integration in blocks shown in Appendix B. (d) material strip in uni-axial tension: loaded state

beyond peak-load showing crack deformations.

The hinge solution is based on the assumption that the hinge may be seen as consisting of
independent infinitesimal layers of cemented material. The tensile behaviour of this layer may
be established by considering a strip of material in uni-axial tension as, shown in Figure 2 (d).
The elongation of the strip located at y can be expressed in terms of the mean normal strain

ε̄ (y) =
2u(y)

s
=

2u0(y)

s
+

2ϕ

s
y ≡ ε̄0 + κ̄y (2)

where ε̄0 is the mean normal strain at the beam axis, and κ̄ the mean curvature of the hinge.
Utilizing (2) the depth coordinates of characteristic points of the stress distribution at the
midsection of the hinge may be determined.

Assume that the hinge has been deformed to a state where a crack has formed and penetrated
a distance c into the hinge. The position of the crack tip is denoted by y2 = h/2− c, and is given
as follows

σ2 = ft ⇒ (ε̄0 + κ̄y2)Ec ⇒ y2 =
εcr − ε̄0

κ̄
(3)

In the cracked state, 0 < w ≤ wc (Phase I ), the crack opening and the corresponding stress in
the strip is given as

σc = σw ⇒ σc = ft + aw

s+ 2u = s(1 + εc) + w ⇒ sε̄(y) = sεc + w

}
⇒
{
wI = sEcε̄(y)−ft

Ec+as

σI3 = Ec
ft−asε̄(y)
Ec−as

(4)

In the cracked state, wc ≤ w (Phase II ), the crack is stress free, leading to the simple solution
for the strip
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w = s(1 + ε̄(y))− s
σc = 0

}
⇒
{
wII = sε̄(y)

σII3 = 0
(5)

From (4) and (5) the state of stress and crack opening in the cracked part of the hinge can be
established. The cohesive stresses extend from y = y2 to y = y3, depicted in Figure 2 (b) and
(c); y2 is given by (3) and

y3 = min

(
h

2
, − 1

κ̄

(
ft
as

+ ε0

))
(6)

Finally, the sectional forces with respect to y = 0 may then be calculated from integration over
the hinge height

N(ε̄0, κ̄) = t

h/2∫
−h/2

σcdy (7a)

M(ε̄0, κ̄) = t

h/2∫
−h/2

σcydy (7b)

Contribution from a reinforcement bar can be included by adding the term Asσs and Asσsys,
in (7a) and (7b), respectively. Where As is the area, σs is the stress in the steel- and ys is the
position of the rebar.

2.2 Foundation model and calibration

2.2.1 The mechanics of the two-parameter foundation model

The development of two-parameter models has been approached along two distinct lines. The first
type proceeds from the discontinuous Winkler model and eliminates its discontinuous behavior
by providing mechanical interaction between the spring elements by either elastic membranes
(Filonenko-Borodich 1940), elastic beams (Hetényi 1946) or elastic layers capable of pure shear
deformation (Pasternak 1954; Kerr 1964). The second approach starts from the elastic continuum
model and simplifying assumptions with respect to the distribution of displacements and stresses,
see e.g. Reissner (1958); Vlasov (1966).

The influence of using two-parameter models in design of rigid pavement slab on grade struc-
tures have been studied by e.g. Ioannides et al. (1985) and Khazanovich and Ioannides (1993),
following implementation of such models in several special purpose finite element (FE) tools
for rigid pavement design (NCHRP 2003). Moreover, two-parameter models have been used
to study complex phenomena occurring in rigid pavements, such as slab-curling (Khazanovich
and Ioannides 1994; Khazanovich 2003; Zokaei-Ashtiani et al. 2015) and layer contact prob-
lems (Zokaei-Ashtiani et al. 2014). However, the influence of using two-parameter models, or
soil-idealisation techniques in general, for analysis of slab fracture has drawn little attention.

Several recent efforts have been made to implement mechanical models more sound and logic
than the Winkler model. However, no foundation model has yet replaced the Winkler model and
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achieved a reasonably widespread level of acceptance among design engineers (Horvath 2002;
Colasanti and Horvath 2010). In this aspect, the Winkler foundation with shear interaction is
mechanically a logical extension of the Winkler model and analytically the next higher approxi-
mation (Kerr 1965). This model offers an attractive alternative to the elastic solid continuum by
providing a degree of shear interaction between adjacent soil elements, while remaining relatively
simple to analyse (Ioannides 2006). Moreover, implementation of such a model in commercial
FE codes is straightforward using discrete spring elements.

The two-parameter foundation model presented here is composed of coupled spring elements
similar to the methodology proposed by Loof (1965). The coupling between two springs to ground
is modeled as second spring transmitting a shear force T per unit width, as shown in Figure 3
(a). This force is associated with the difference in vertical displacements w between the elements.

T T + dT

q (x)

kw (x)

x, u

z, w

dx

P

k

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Mechanical model of two-parameter spring foundation, where k is the Winkler stiffness and γ is the second

parameter stiffness.

A simple assumption is that the shear force is proportional to the difference in displacements
between two consecutive elements and therefore to the first derivative of the displacement, where
γ is the second parameter and equivalent to the shear constant Gp in the Pasternak model. From
the equilibrium of an element, shown in Figure 3 (b), the differential equation governing the
deflections of the soil surface is established as

q(x) = kw(x)− dT

dx
⇒ q(x) = kw(x)− γ d

2

dx2
w(x) (8)

where the Winkler stiffness is k = k0t, k0 is the modulus of subgrade reaction and t is the plane
strain thickness of the model.

First, the case of a point load P is investigated, shown in Figure 4 (a). Introducing the terms
α2 = γ/k and β = 1/α the homogeneous solution yields

w(x) = C1e
−βx + C2e

βx (9)

In the solution for large positive values of x in (9) the term with the coefficient C1 represents the
decreasing displacement due to the influence of the load. The solution for positive x can be found,
inserting the boundary condition w → 0 for x → ∞ in (9), i.e. w(x → ∞) : C1e

−βx → 0 and
C2e

βx →∞⇒ C2 = 0. The constant C1 can now be found, assuming that the difference in shear
force to the right due to the point load in x = 0 is equal to half the magnitude of the point load,
giving the relations; ∆T = P/2, ∆T = γ∆w′ = ∆T = γw′(0) and w′(0) = −βC1e

−β·0 = −βC1.
Combining these relations and applying the term α2 = γ/k the solution for a point load is given
as
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wP (x) =
P

2kα
e−βx (10)

Using the superposition technique, (10) can be integrated to obtain expressions for the surface

P

w0

x

x
dξξ

aa

q

(a) (b)

Figure 4. Sketch of elastic isotropic continuum foundation subjected to (a) a point load P and (b) a distributed load q.

displacements for a uniformly distributed load shown in Figure 4 (b), given as

wq(x) =
q

2k

[
2− e−β(x+a) − e−β(a−x)

]
for x ≤ |a| (11a)

wq(x) = − q

2k

[
e−β(x+a) − e−β(a−x)

]
for x ≥ |a| (11b)

where x ≤ |a| and x ≥ |a| symbolises if the displacement is calculated inside or outside the
loaded area, respectively.

2.2.2 Calibration of spring parameters

In order to obtain the necessary foundation model parameters this study presents a simple
methodology, combining the two-parameter model presented in Section 2.2.1, and the elastic
continuum theory. The problem of the elastic stress field within a semi-infinite medium loaded
by a point load has been solved by Flamant (1892) using Boussinesq’s solution (Timoshenko
et al. 1970). The surface displacement in the vertical direction can be written as

wP (x) =
2P

πE
ln

(
d

|x|

)
− (1− ν)P

πE
(12)

where P is the point load, E = Es
(1−ν2

s ) and ν = νs
(1−νs) is the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio

of the soil foundation, respectively, |x| is the numerical value of x (distance from the loaded
point) and d is a rigid body constant found from assuming zero vertical displacements at a
distance x = d.

Using the superposition technique, (12) can be integrated to obtain expressions for the surface
displacements for a uniformly distributed load, given as

wq(x) = − 2q

πE

[
(x− a) ln

(
d

|a− x|

)
+ (−a− x) ln

(
d

|x+ a|

)
+a (ν − 1)] for x ≤ |a|

(13a)
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wq(x) = − 2q

πE

[
(x− a) ln

(
− d

a− x

)
+ (−a− x) ln

(
d

|x+ a|

)
+a (ν − 1)] for x ≥ |a|

(13b)

where x ≤ |a| and x ≥ |a| symbolises if the displacement is calculated inside or outside the
loaded area, respectively.

In the present study, the response of the slab and the influence of model parameters on the
crack initiation and propagation is of primary interest. In this aspect the vertical displacements
and the curvature of the foundation are important features due to localisation of cracks and the
increasing soil stresses near the crack front during progressive cracking.

In order to realistically capture the response of an elastic continuum it is here proposed to
calibrate the model analytically, combining these measures at different positions below the slab,
i.e. the vertical displacement at the center of the loaded area w(0), the vertical displacement
at the edge of the loaded area w(a) and the curvature at the center of the loaded area w′′(0).
Thus, the continuum model and the two-parameter model yields the exact same result at these
positions for each measure. Two-and-two measures are combined, resulting in three different
analytical calibration methods. The relevant expressions for the two model types, i.e. w(0), w(a)
and w′′(0), are given in Appendix A.1 and A.2.

The two-parameter model can now be calibrated; first, the theoretical displacements and
curvature at the centre and displacements at the edge of the distributed load can be found from
(A2a)-(A2c) and inserted in the relevant expressions for the two-parameter model, i.e. (A1a)-
(A1c). A simple procedure is adopted here keeping one parameter constant, e.g. for calibration
method no. 1, we have γ → γw0

= γw′′0 . The equation is then solved iteratively for k until
kw0

= kw′′0 .

Table 1. Calibrated foundation model parameters k and γ

Method Criteria k (N/mm2) γ (N) R2 (x ≤ 10 m) R2 (x ≤ 1.0 m)

1. w0 & w′′0 0.0076 6.33 · 10 7 0.976 0.999
2. w0 & wa 0.0104 3.95 · 10 7 0.928 1.000
3. w′′0 & wa 0.0086 6.18 · 10 7 0.978 0.992

In order to evaluate the influence of the different calibration methods a uniformly distributed
load over a strip length l of 2.0 m is applied directly on the soil surface comparing the two-
parameter model and the elastic continuum model. Due to symmetry conditions only half the
loaded strip a = l/2 is considered here. The resulting calibrated foundation model parameters
can be found in Table 1.

Comparing the surface displacements for the continuum model and the three different two-
parameter models, shown in Figure 5 (a) and Table 1, it is observed that Calibration Method no.
1 gives a good overall fit. Method no. 2 gives the closest prediction of the surface displacements
in the loaded region, i.e. x ≤ 1.0 m, whereas method no. 3 yields realistic results far from the
loaded region. It is also observed from Figure 5 (b) that increasing the load strip length results
in a decreased k, stabilising at app. a=1-2 m. Whereas γ increases with increasing load strip
length, stabilising at app. a=4-5 m.

2.3 Implementation of hinge- and foundation model into beam element

The hinge- and two-parameter model is implemented following standard finite element beam
theory and procedures for building elements with non-linear material behaviour, see e.g. Cook
et al. (2007). The expressions for the element stiffness matrix and equivalent nodal loads are
based on the cubic displacement function and for direct incorporation of the foundation model.
Thus, full contact is assumed between the beam and the foundation.
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Figure 5. (a) Comparison of analytical and two-parameter foundation model for the three different calibration techniques

(b) influence of half load strip length a on model parameters k and γ for a distributed load (normalised with respect to

maximum value obtained in interval 0-5 m). Uniformly distributed load: q=25,000 N/m. Soil properties: Es=100 MPa,
νs=0.35, t=1 m and d=25 m.

For the present study a plane three-node beam element is chosen as shown in Figure 6. This
element is capable of modeling quadratic variations of the axial displacements and cubic varia-
tions of the transverse displacements. The choice of element ensures that both generalised strains
are interpolated linearly as opposed to a typical two-node beam element where constant normal
strain is assumed.

x2,u2

x1,u1

ζ

cp1 cp2ip1 ip2 ip3 ip4

1−1 0

Figure 6. Plane beam element: Constitutive points (cpi) are located at endpoints, integration points (ipi) at Gauss points
(i=1,4) ± 0.861136312 and (i=2,3) ± 0.339981044 (6th order polynomial function).

The vector of generalised displacements of the beam, u, holds the axial displacements u1(x1)
and the transverse displacements u2(x2). The interpolation of u in the element is given by

u =

[
u1

u2

]
= Nv (14)

where N is the displacement interpolation matrix and v is the element dof vector. The in-
terpolation functions are standard polynomial expressions. The vector of generalised strains, ε,
holds the linearised axial strain ε0 and the linearised curvature κ. The interpolation of ε in the
element is given by
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ε =

ε0

κ

 =

 du1

dx

d2u2

dx2

 = Bv (15)

where B is the strain interpolation matrix. The vector of generalised stresses, σ , holds the
sectional normal force N and the sectional moment M . In the element σ may be established
applying (7a) and (7b) as

σ = σ (ε) =

N (ε)

M (ε)

 (16)

Based on the contribution to the variation in internal work δΩ, from the beam and the two-
parameter foundation, and the potential work of external forces δW from point- and surface
loads, the principle of virtual work for the system can be established

∫
V

δεTσ + δuTku+ δθTγθdV =

∫
S

δuTfdS +
∑
i

δuTi pi (17)

where V is the structural volume, S is the surface area, δu and δθ is the displacement and
rotational variations, respectively, f is the surface traction vector, pi is a concentrated (nodal)
load and δui is the associated (nodal) displacement variation. The contribution of the second
parameter spring is here given on a general form considering γ as a rotational stiffness.

The beam-element and two-parameter foundation contribution to the internal nodal force, q,
is then given by the expression

q =

Le∫
0

BTσdx+

Le∫
0

NTkINvedx+

Le∫
0

GTγIGvedx (18)

where Le is the length of the element and ve is the global dof element displacements. The matrix
I = [ 0 0

0 1 ] is used to omit axial terms in interpolation matrix N and G. The latter is given as
G = N′.

The beam-element and two-parameter foundation contribution to the tangential stiffness ma-
trix, kt, is given by the expression

kt =

Le∫
0

BTDtBdx+

Le∫
0

NTkINdx+

Le∫
0

GTγIGdx (19)

The hinge tangent stiffness matrix, Dt is defined through

dN
dM

 = Dt

dε̄0

dκ̄

 , where Dt =

 ∂N
∂ε̄0

∂N
∂κ̄

∂M
∂ε̄0

∂M
∂κ̄

 (20)
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Full derivation of the hinge tangent stiffness matrix, Dt, can be found in Appendix B.
The hinge model is implemented in a user-built finite element code using the numerical com-

puting package MATLAB. The functionality of the proposed hinge is tested for a simply sup-
ported beam under four point loading and compared with experimental- and numerical studies
on cement bound granular mixtures reported in Yeo (2008) and Skar and Poulsen (2015). Com-
parison of experimental- and numerical results is evaluated in the view of load-displacement and
load-crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) behavior, shown in Figure 7 (a) and (b), re-
spectively. The load-displacement response is given as the displacement under the loaded point,
or so-called load line displacement (LLD).
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Figure 7. Comparison between the proposed hinge and experimental- and numerical results reported in Yeo (2008) and
Skar and Poulsen (2015), respectively: (a) Load-displacement response (b) numerical Load-CMOD response. Beam geometry

(L/h/t): 300 × 100 × 100 mm3. Element size 9.375 mm. Load positions: L/3, 2L/3. Mechanical properties: Ec=12,760

MPa, ν=0.2, ft=1.0 MPa, GF=0.028 N/mm.

It is observed from Figure 7 that there is good agreement between the proposed hinge model
and experimental- and numerical results reported in the literature. The difference between nu-
merical models, i.e. the cohesive zone model (’CZM’) and the cracked-hinge model (’FE hinge’),
is mainly related to the pre-peak behavior. Whereas the the hinge model behaves perfectly elas-
tic up to initiation of cracking (load level of app. 3.5 kN), the cohesive zone model incorporates
a small error in crack-opening displacements related to the penalty stiffness. This error is best
exemplified in Figure 7 (b), observing that the crack-opening in the cohesive zone model evolves
from the beginning of the analysis and thus resulting in a more flexible behavior of the beam.
Increasing penalty stiffness reduce this error, however, very high levels of penalty stiffness result
in ill-conditioned stiffness matrix and thus slow convergence and aborted simulations. This prob-
lem is avoided applying the finite element hinge, resulting in a more robust model and stable
simulations.

2.4 Continuum model, solution technique and numerical characteristics

2.4.1 Cohesive zone model resting on elastic medium

In order to evaluate the hinge slab model and to investigate the influence of different modeling
techniques for slab-soil interaction in concrete- and composite pavement systems a model rep-
resenting the full continuum model is developed. A simplified two layer model is considered; a
single slab, with standard dimensions (L/h) of 4× 0.4 m2, constructed over soil foundation with
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rigid body constraint, d=25 m, representing the semi-infinite elastic medium, as shown in the
sketch in Figure 8 (a). The slab is in subsequent sections referred to as the ’CZM slab’.

L/2

Cohesive zone

L
10

P

C

d

L
(a) (b)

Figure 8. (a) Overview of model geometry and boundary conditions for the standard cemented slab on elastic solid foun-

dation in ABAQUS (’CZM slab’ model). (b) close-up of the slab region showing the cohesive zone mesh.

The CZM slab is modeled with 2-D plain strain elements (CPE4) in ABAQUS. A total of
1,400 elements are used to represent the elastic material, separated by pre-determined contact
surfaces, representing the cohesive zone (10 mm size elements), in the vertical plane at the mid-
beam position. The subgrade soil is modeled with a total of 6,000 elements (CPE4). A close-up
of the mesh in the slab region is shown in Figure 8 (b) and standard mechanical properties are
given in Table 2.

Table 2. Material properties for single cement bound granular mixture slab on elastic foundation

Material Ec/Es (MPa) ν (-) ft (MPa) GF (N/mm) k (N/mm2) γ (N) d (m)

CBGM 15,000 0.20 0.80 0.035 - - -
Soil 100 0.35 - - 0.0076 6.33 · 107 25

2.4.2 Solution technique and numerical characteristics

To increase the efficiency of numerical simulations a conventional Newton-Raphson (N-R)
method is implemented extended to handle displacement control, see e.g. Batoz and Dhatt
(1979). The solver implemented sufficiently describes both pre- and post peak behaviour, whereas
the potential snap-back load-displacement response is ignored.

Table 3. Solution technique and standard model parameters applied in the present study

Solver Model parameters

Technique N-R Cohesive zone width, T0 (mm) 0.01
Initial increment 0.001 Viscous damping parameter, µ (-) 1× 10−5

Maximum increment size 0.01 Bulk elements (elastic) CPE4 (2-D)
Minimum increment size 1× 10−9 Cohesive zone mesh (mm) 10

Similarly the N-R method is selected for the purpose of analysis in ABAQUS. Based on pre-
liminary convergence and sensitivity studies solution technique and standard model parameters
selected for the present study are listed in Table 3.
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3. Numerical model of a single hinge slab

3.1 Model geometry and analysis results

Consider a single hinge slab, shown in Figure 9, consisting of cement bound granular mixture with
standard dimensions (L/h) of 4×0.4 m2 supported by a two-parameter foundation, representing
the semi-infinite elastic medium, and loaded by a concentrated force at midspan position. The
soil adjacent to the slab can be modeled by extending the beam elements outside the slab to the
length d assigning a bending stiffness EI close to zero. Alternatively an equivalent spring can be
implemented at slab ends, representing the soil adjacent to the slab, i.e. keqedge = k · α. Standard
mechanical properties given in Table 2 are applied.

d

L/2
P

EI ≈ 0 keqedge

CL

CL

(a) (b)

Figure 9. (a) Overview of model geometry and boundary conditions for the standard cemented slab on elastic solid foun-

dation in ABAQUS (’CZM slab’ model). (b) Model geometry, boundary conditions for the proposed cracked-hinge model

resting on two-parameter foundation (’hinge slab’ model).

Convergence test of the model is evaluated plotting the normalised peak-load η and peak-load
displacements ζ for different beam mesh densities, nel: 2-128, shown in Figure 10. It is observed
that sufficient accuracy can be obtained with 64 elements, however, little is gained by increasing
the number of elements from 32 to 64. Element size of 0.1 m (nel=40) is selected in subsequent
analysis. Typical load-displacement response is shown in Figure 10 (b).
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Figure 10. Convergence test: (a) Number of beam elements, nel: 2-128 (element size, elsz: 0.5-0.015625) versus the nor-

malised first peak-load η and peak-load displacements ζ applying foundation parameters for calibration method no. 1. (b)

Load-displacement response.

In order to evaluate the fracture behavior of the hinge slab model, the load-crack mouth
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opening and load-crack length curve are plotted, shown in Figure 11 (a) and (b), respectively.
To visualise the influence of the second parameter and to compare the two modeling techniques,
the response for both hinge- and CZM slab resting on a Winkler foundation is shown for reference.
Standard mechanical properties given in Table 2 are applied.
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Figure 11. Comparing the structural response- and fracture behaviour of the hinge slab versus the CZM slab model in
ABAQUS; (a) load-CMOD curve and (b) load-crack length curve. Where the crack length in the CZM slab model is taken

as the progressive depth of damage initiation in the cohesive zone.

It is observed from Figure 11 (a) and (b) that reasonably good agreement between the hinge-
and CZM slab model can be obtained. Both models reflect the influence of the continuity in the
soil comparing the two foundation types. It can also be shown that a closer prediction of the
first peak-load can be obtained applying an empirical transfer function for converting the elastic
soil properties to an apparent Winkler stiffness k∗ (FAA 2009). However, the post-peak response
resemble that of the analytical Winkler foundation type due to the lack of continuity between
springs.

The difference in first peak-load and peak-load displacement is app. ± 1% for the two model
types. The two-parameter slab hinge model slightly overestimates the post-peak residual stiffness
compared to the CZM slab model. Close to perfect fit is obtained between the two modeling
techniques applying only a Winkler foundation as the supporting medium. It is also observed
that the load level at unloading is higher for the hinge slab model compared to the CZM slab
model. This tendency is observed for both foundation model types, and can partly be regarded
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as an effect of the difference in modeling technique. However, this difference is also related to
the foundation type and contact behavior applied. This will be further discussed in the section
below.

3.2 Comparison of numerical modeling techniques

A fundamental difference in the methodology between the CZM slab model and the hinge model
is that the CZM slab model only considers one discrete crack at midspan position, whereas the
effective stiffness concept adopted in the hinge model allows for multiple cracks along the beam.
For the specific case a cracked zone of app. 1.0 m at the center of the slab have initiated and
opened at first peak-load, shown in Figure 12 (a). Then, the crack at midspan progresses rapidly,
meaning that the neighbouring cracks close.
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Figure 12. Development of crack width in slab for point of interest for the two-parameter model; (a) deformation of slab

and crack lengths at points of interest and (b) points of interest plotted on the normalised load-CMOD and load-crack

length curve.

Moreover, in the hinge model presented, increasing or decreasing the hinge rotation is modeled
by the same equilibrium path. Thus, the hinge model does not have a unique unloading branch
that models the closure of a previously opened crack. The cracks outside midspan position are
small (<1%) and do not influence the solution in the specific cases studied here.

A more significant influence on the model response can be found by studying the different
soil models. Although the two-parameter model possess some of the characteristic features of
continuous elastic solids, it is a simplification which cannot capture all complexities. Special
care should be taken when selecting a representative load strip length for calibration of model
parameters. This is exemplified plotting the vertical soil pressure below cemented slabs with
different slenderness ratios (length/thickness ratio), shown in Figure 13.

The pressure will initially be distributed over the total slab length, as observed from Figure
13. As cracking is initiated and cracks propagate, there will be only minor changes in the overall
vertical pressure profile, ignoring minor stress intensities below cracks. After crack propagation
to a certain depth, the structure becomes unstable, resulting in unloading on the load-CMOD
curve, see Figure 12 (b). This further results in a significant change in the vertical soil pressure
and stresses localise around the open cracks, in this case at the midspan position. Moreover,
a variation in vertical pressure, and especially the vertical reaction pressure along slab edges
comparing different slab sizes is expected. The soil pressure under short thick slabs will resemble
the stress distribution under a stiff plate, whereas the vertical reaction pressure along slab edges
for larger size- and slender slabs will be small.
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Figure 13. Vertical soil pressure of elastic solid under cemented slabs with slenderness ratio λs=5 and 10 before and after

development of a single open crack below the loaded point, i.e. before ’first peak’ and after ’unloading’ in Figure 12 (b).

In order to capture both pre- and post-peak vertical pressure distributions in the two-
parameter model considering typical slab lengths and thicknesses of app. 2.0-5.0 m and 0.15-0.45
m, respectively, a fixed load strip length of 1.0 m is applied for calibration of foundation model
parameters is recommended for the present problem.

The theoretical pressure distribution between the slab and the supporting elastic medium tend
towards infinity at the perimeter, this off course, cannot occur in real soils. However, for cohesive
soils the actual stress distribution will resemble the theoretical distribution. For granular soils
stresses at the edges will be small because the bearing capacity at the surface of an unconfined
granular material is small. In order to capture this behavior the methodology proposed could
be extended using a ’Modified Pasternak model’ consisting of two layers of vertical springs as
proposed by Kerr (1964) allowing the slab to ’sink’ into the supporting layer.

4. Sensitivity studies

4.1 Effect of slab thickness and soil stiffness

In linear elastic analysis of pavement structures, the slab- or layer thickness is increased for
increasing design loads, to ensure both a relatively constant stress level in the soil foundation,
avoiding any plastic deformation. However, as observed in Figure 14 this assumption is only
valid as long as cracks are small as the thickness of the cemented slab has significant influence
on the peak-load, but little influence on the post-peak response of the structure.

The stiffness- and peak-load of the structure increases with increasing thickness up to unload-
ing. Then the structural response is mainly influenced by the stiffness of the soil foundation, as
shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 14. Influence of slab thickness on the load-displacement response. Thickness varying from 150 to 450 mm keeping
length constant (3 m).
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Figure 15. Influence of soil stiffness on the load-displacement response. Young’s modulus Es varying from 25-300 MPa.

As expected increasing stiffness of the soil results in increasing peak-load and post-peak stiff-
ness, as shown in Figure 15. It can also be concluded that the soil stiffness has a more significant
influence on the peak-load than the thickness of slabs. The influence of slab size is found to be
small as only crack propagation in one direction is considered here.

4.2 Effect of tensile strength and fracture energy

Considering a simple linear softening law, it is obvious that the two main material parameters
influencing the fracture process of the quasi-brittle material are the tensile strength and the
fracture energy. Both tensile strength and fracture energy influence the peak-load and peak-load
displacement, as shown in Figure 16 (a) and (b), respectively.

It should be noted that the influence of tensile strength will be reduced compared to the frac-
ture energy in three-dimensional simulations, as the out-of-plane crack propagation significantly
influences the load-displacement response (Gaedicke and Roesler 2009; Aure and Ioannides 2012;
Skar and Poulsen 2015).
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Figure 16. Influence of fracture properties on the load-displacement response: (a) tensile strength ft varying from 0.6-1.2

MPa and (b) fracture energy GF varying from 0.015 N/mm to 0.055 N/mm.

4.3 Effect of load configuration and position

Realistic concrete- and composite pavement systems are subjected to different loading conditions.
In order to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed method to evaluate different load cases,
the load-displacement response for typical load configurations and positions is plotted, shown in
Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Influence of load configuration and position on load-displacement response: (a) typical load configurations, e.g.
rigid and uniformly distributed loads with varying load strip length a and (b) slab loaded at edge, midspan and intermediate
positions.

It is observed from Figure 17 (a) that increasing load strip length results in increasing peak-
load, as expected. For the rigid plate load, modeled as two point loads at each end of the loaded
strip, one crack develop at each edge. However, for the two-dimensional problem considered
here, this has little influence on the structural response compared to a uniformly distributed
load. From Figure 17 (b) it is observed that the peak-load increase for increasing distance from
midspan position, whereas the stiffness decrease. Loading at midspan and intermediate positions
result in one crack opening and progressing after the first peak, whereas no cracks develop in
case of edge loading.
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5. Structural example

In order to demonstrate the applicability of the numerical hinge to predict a realistic crack
pattern an infinite slab (h=0.4 m) resting on Winklers foundation (k=0.0233 MPa/mm) and
loaded by a concentrated force at midspan position is considered. Slab displacements and internal
forces decline relatively fast to zero as the distance from the load increases. Accordingly, a finite
slab of 10 m (nel=100) may be replacing the infinite beam. Standard material properties for the
cemented material given in Table 2 is applied.

The numerical results are compared to the yield-line theory following the methodology pro-
posed by Baumann and Weisgerber (1983). The deformation of the slab during loading, i.e.
before first peak, before second peak and after the second peak, is shown in Figure 18 (a).
Load-displacement curves for the three models are plotted in Figure 18 (b).
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Figure 18. Comparison between modeling techniques for infinite slab: (a) Deformation of the slab during loading: before
first peak, after first peak and after second peak. (b) CZM slab (solid line), hinge slab model (dashed line) and the yield-line

method (dotted line) reported in Baumann and Weisgerber (1983).

It is observed from Figure 18 (b) that the first peak in the CZM slab model and the hinge
slab model is app. 73 and 71 kN, respectively. Moreover, it is observed that the kink point on
the yield-line curve is app. 45 kN, complying well with the results reported by Meda (2003).
Moreover, it is found that the distance between yield-lines r=2.534 m in the yield line method is
approximately equal to the distance, b, from the negative peak moments to the crack at midspan
in the hinge slab model at crack-initiation (load level 1), shown in Figure 19 (a). Then, according
to the CZM slab and hinge slab model the load continues to increase as the crack propagates
before reaching the ultimate moment capacity of app. 33.3 kNm (load level 2), shown in Figure
19 (b).

The crack at midspan then unloads, before the load continues to increase, resulting in two
top-down cracks initiating app. ± 1.5 m from the midspan position. Then, these cracks grow
rapidly to the negative ultimate moment capacity of app. -33.3 kNm (load level 3), shown in
Figure 19 (c), resulting in the second peak on the load-displacement curve. Finally, the post-peak
residual stiffness of the structure is reached (load level 4) with the moment distribution shown
in Figure 19 (d).

The distance between cohesive zones in the CZM slab model is set to 1.5 m based on simulations
with the hinge slab model. This results in a good fit between the two methods as shown in 18
(b). The responses of the two methods are identical up to the second peak of the CZM slab
model. Then, the load in the hinge slab model continues to increase due to the stiffness and
stress redistribution in the hinge slab. The second peak in the models occur at app. 105 and 115
kN, respectively. The difference in response between models is small up to first peak as cracks
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Figure 19. Predicting distance between cracks showing the moment in the hinge slab model at four different phases: (a)

crack initiation, (b) first peak, (c) second peak and (d) after full crack propagation of top-down cracks, also visualising the
distance between cracks equivalent to r in the yield line method.

localise to one crack below the loaded point. Then top-down cracks at a distance b develop,
however, these are smeared over a larger area, resulting in evolving stress redistribution in the
slab during crack propagation. This phenomena cannot be captured by the CZM slab model.
Thus a lower second peak load is predicted with the CZM slab model. Increasing the length
between cohesive zones in the CZM model would result in increasing second-peak and post-peak
stiffness.

The present example highlights the practical use of the model proposed; the hinge slab being
able to predict the stress redistribution and stiffness during crack development. This results in
a precise prediction the crack-opening and the distance between cracks that finally localise and
propagate through the thickness of the slab.

6. Conclusion

The use of a cohesive cracked-hinge model for simulating the fracture in one-way slab on grade
structures has been investigated showing good performance.

Comparing numerical and experimental results for four point bending beam tests show that
good agreement is obtained with the hinge model. It is also found that good agreement is
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obtained for both structural and fracture behavior of slab on grade structures, comparing the
hinge model with the more conventional cohesive zone model. The adaptive hinge proved to
adequately predict the distance between cracks compared to the yield-line theory. Moreover,
peak-loads and structural response comply well with other results reported in the literature.
The hinge model has the advantage that it is numerically robust, resulting in fast simulations
and few convergence issues.

It can be shown that the two-parameter foundation model and the calibration methodology
proposed is an efficient tool which realistically captures the response of the elastic medium
below the slab. The calibration methodology is consistent and model parameters are determined
on a rational basis. Moreover, the foundation model applied is applicable for implementation in
commercial codes applying discrete spring elements and/or connectors, making the methodology
an attractive alternative for design engineers.

Slab thickness and soil stiffness proved to be important parameters. The peak-load is highly
influenced by thickness of the slab, whereas the soil stiffness proved to be a main controlling
parameter of both pre- and post-peak response of the structure. Furthermore, it can be concluded
that the fracture process is more affected by the fracture energy than by the tensile strength.

The present paper demonstrates the use of a cohesive crack-hinge model resting on a two-
parameter foundation to describe the fracture behavior of cemented slab on grade structures.
Although a simplified two-dimensional problem is investigated here, the results obtained are
encouraging, showing that the methodology is applicable for practical use. Moreover, a general
and consistent format is applied making the methodology well suited for further development.
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Appendix A. Expressions for calibration of two-parameter model

A.1 Two-parameter model

Expressions for points of interest for the two-parameter model can be found from (11), i.e.

w(0) =
q

k

[
1− e−βa

]
(A1a)

w(a) =
q

2k

[
1− e−2βa

]
(A1b)

w′′(0) =
β2q

k

[
e−βa

]
(A1c)

where w(0) is the vertical displacement at the center of the loaded area, w(a) is the vertical
displacement at the edge of the loaded area and w′′(0) is the curvature at the center of the
loaded area.

A.2 Elastic continuum model

Expressions for points of interest for the continuum model can be found from (13), i.e.

w(0) =
2qa

πE

[
2 ln

(
d

|a|

)
+ (1− ν)

]
(A2a)

w(a) =
2qa

πE

[
2 ln

(
d

|2a|

)
+ (1− ν)

]
(A2b)

w′′(0) = − 4q

πEa
(A2c)

where w(0) is the vertical displacement at the center of the loaded area, w(a) is the vertical
displacement at the edge of the loaded area and w′′(0) is the curvature at the center of the
loaded area.

Appendix B. Derivation of hinge tangent stiffness matrix

For the linear elastic Phase 0, the hinge tangent stiffness matrix is given as

D0
t =

[
htEc 0

0 1
12 th

3Ec

]
(B1)

The constituents of the hinge tangent stiffness matrix in (20) are obtained from the sectional
forces N and M in (7a) and (7b), respectively.

Utilizing the following relations for the relevant part of the integral corresponding to 0 < w ≤
wc

∂σc
∂ε̄0

= Ec
as

Ec + as
,
∂σc
∂κ̄

= Ec
as

Ec + as
y (B2)
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Here the parameters α = as
Ec+as

and Ecc = Ecα is introduced, where the latter represents the
reduced stiffness of the cracked part of the hinge. The full hinge tangent stiffness matrix for
Phase I and II can then be established

dN = t

h/2−c∫
−h/2

Ec (dε̄0 + dκ̄y) dy + t

h/2∫
h/2−c

Ecc (dε̄0 + dκ̄y) dy

= Dt (1, 1) dε̄0 +Dt (1, 2) dκ̄

dM = t

h/2−c∫
−h/2

yEc (dε̄0 + dκ̄y) dy + t

h/2∫
h/2−c

yEcc (dε̄0 + dκ̄y) dy

= Dt (2, 1) dε̄0 +Dt (2, 2) dκ̄

(B3)

which by solving the differential equation yields

Dt(1, 1) = Ect ((y2 − y1) + (y3 − y2)α) (B4a)

Dt(1, 2) = Ect

(
1

2
(y2 − y1) (y1 + y2) +

1

2
(y3 − y2) (y2 + y3)α

)
(B4b)

Dt(2, 1) = Dt(1, 2) (B4c)

Dt(2, 2) = Ect

(
1

3
(y2 − y1)

(
y2

1 + y2
2 + y1y2

)
(B4d)

+
1

3
(y3 − y2)

(
y2

2 + y2
3 + y2y3

)
α

)
(B4e)

DI,II
t =

[
Dt(1, 1) Dt(1, 2)

Dt(2, 1) Dt(2, 2)

]
(B4f)

where y1, y2 and y3 is the distances depicted on Figure 2.
Contribution from a reinforcement rebar can alternatively be included in the beam-hinge

tangent stiffness matrix as

DI,II
t =

[
Dt(1, 1) + EsAs Dt(1, 2) + EsAsys

Dt(2, 1) + EsAsys Dt(2, 2) + EsAsy
2
s

]
(B5)

where As is the area of the rebar, Es the Young’s modulus of the steel and ys is the position of
the rebar.
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